Abstract— Prediction of human intention can largely boost a robot’s performance to collaboratively work with humans in human-robot interaction tasks. However, human intentions are usually vague and implicit that it is even a challenging task for humans to predict others’ intentions. Human actions embrace abundant behavioral information, thus is an ideal source to extract human intentions. In this paper, we propose a deep learning based approach to predict human intentions from outcomes of a ball tossing action. Based on experimentally collected sequences of RGB images of human actions and long-short term memory (LSTM), we utilized a deep neural network architecture named bidirectional LSTM sequential convolutional neural networks (BIL-SCNN), which is capable of extracting spatial and temporal features from an action sequence to predict the human action intentions. The experiment results implied 73.15% accuracy on human intention prediction with full action input and showed the predictive capability with incomplete input. The predicting technology is potential to solve the inevitable time-delay problem for a robot to respond a human in a human-robot team by allowing the robot to act earlier based on the predicted human action.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Human intention prediction is an active research area in human-robot interaction (HRI). In HRI, human actions are driven by various purposes or intentions. A robot can benefit from predicting these intentions to provide assistance ahead of time. Without the ability of predicting human intentions, however, leads to inefficiency and latency in HRI tasks. In other words, predicting human intentions in HRI tasks can solve the problem of time delaying [1][2][3]. It enables robots foreseeing possible outcomes given a sequence of human actions, even before the effective movement terminates. Intentions can be then inferred from the predicted outcomes. In this way, robots do not have to wait for the results of human actions to correctly respond. Therefore, HRI can be more efficient and less time-delaying with human intention prediction. Human intention prediction can be applied in many fields, such as intelligent traffic [4][5][6][7] and industry [8].

A challenging problem of human intention prediction is to extract intentions from humans’ mind. Human actions are usually initiated with certain intentions. Through a lifetime development of motor skills, humans are trained very well to ensure the outcomes of the actions meet the initial intentions [9]. This phenomenon that how humans predict human actions inspires us that human actions are great sources to investigate human intentions. It is straightforward that different intentions lead to apparently varied actions (walk, dance, jump, etc.), however, subtly changed intentions could result in same action with little displaced outcomes. For example, how to infer a person’s intention of grasping an object from the table? Obviously, we do not have to wait for the results occurring, because the action features are slightly different while doing these actions (e.g. your palm could be down if you take an orange on the table, but different when the intended object changes to a cup). To extract the subtle differences from actions driven by various intentions, researchers used high precision sensors such as wearable sensors [10] to record action details and devices to catch participants’ gazes [11]. They even use biological signals [12][13] to precisely represent the actions. At the same time, multi-sensors [4] also improve the ability to extract features.

However, the high requirements for sensors limit the application and also influence the participants. A person cannot conduct action naturally with heavy sensors. Therefore, we explore the human intention prediction with only one camera and using raw RGB images as the input, which has not been widely explored before.

As for the methods of human intention prediction, researchers once modeled human intention through probabilistic graphical model (PGM) such as Markov process [8], conditional random fields [14], intention driven dynamical models (IDDM) [15] and Gaussian process dynamical models (GPDM)[16][17]. However, PGM methods are based on some hypothesis, which may bring some difficulties. For example, nonlinear actions are modeled by Gauss process, which assumes that current state is only relevant to the state of last one moment. Besides, prior probability and kernel functions need to be chosen carefully to fit the reality. Deep learning methods, on the other hand, do not rely on much assumptions and thus are more parametric. They are able to predict human action intention with an end-to-end model.

In this paper, we focus on predicting human intentions with images of action sequences using deep learning approaches. Although, our method looks similar to action recognition or action prediction [18][19][20], we train our intention predictor on dataset labeled with both human intentions and action
outcomes to strengthen the linkage between the actual intentions and the predicted results. We propose an improved sequential convolutional neural networks (SCNN) model [21] to distinguish the intentions between the similar observation in action sequences. We also evaluate our method in case of missing data. Experiments carried out on the open source dataset show that our method achieves 73.15% accuracy for full action input and over 50% accuracy with 15%-25% data missing. To conclude, the main contribution of this paper is to propose BIL-SCNN, an LSTM-based method to predict human intention from actions, and also an end-to-end method based on BIL-SCNN to achieve intention prediction with only a 15 frames per second (fps) action image sequences.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we will report some related research about human action recognition, action prediction and human intention prediction. Section III introduces the details about our BIL-SCNN layer and network architecture. Then in Section IV, we will discuss the dataset and experiment implementation. The results are in Section V. Finally, summary of this paper and future work are included in Section VI.

II. RELATED WORK

Technically, the research of human intention prediction is closely related to action recognition and action prediction because they all focus on analyzing action data collected from human. As Fig.1 illustrates, action recognition classifies the action by observing part or full of the action sequences (some researchers [22][23] suggests action recognition from part of the action, usually a few initial frames, as a new category named early detection or early recognition). Action prediction predicts future action trajectories by observing historical action sequences [14][24]. Action intention prediction predicts human intentions from the same class of action whose observed part is similar but ending is different [22][25][26].
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Although methodologies may have common, the three categories of research are essentially different. Action recognition and prediction are to answer what the action (or future action) is, whereas intention prediction is to answer what the participant intends to do through the action.

If we regard extracting image features [27][28][29][30][31] for traditional machine learning methods as an encoding process, we can implement this process by deep learning methods. Deep learning methods are also more suitable for exploring the structure of high-dimensional data distribution. Therefore, research of human action recognition and prediction based on deep learning has also become a trend in recent years. Deep learning methods can be divided into the following four parts: 1) based on 3D convolutional neural networks (3D-CNN) [32][33], 2) based on LSTM [34][35], 3) based on two-stream method [18] and 4) based on generative adversarial networks (GAN) [36][37]. We will mainly focus on the second one.

The methods based on LSTM work for diverse data and have robustness. Researchers [38] extract features with space-time interest points (STIP) and histograms of optical flow (HOF), and achieve good recognition results even for low-quality videos. The methods based on LSTM can be roughly divided into two categories. The first one is to first extract image features, and then use LSTM for recognition / prediction. For example, Li et al. use LSTM for different types of human joint data [39]. Villegas et al. [40] divide the video into two parts: motion and content, and insert LSTM layer after the motion part. Donahue et al. [41] proposed long-term recurrent convolutional networks (LRCN) which directly encode each image in video and then recognize action with LSTM. Reference [23] and [38] respectively apply LRCN in early recognition and long video recognition. In addition, there are also improved methods under the frame of “feature extraction - LSTM”. For example, [42] replaces LSTM in LRCN with a bidirectional LSTM (BI-LSTM) architecture. Reference [32] uses 3D recurrent neural networks (3D-RNN) and convolutional LSTM for hand gesture recognition. The second type of LSTM based methods is to blur the boundary between feature extraction and temporal feature processing. The SCNN model [21] can directly encode the spatial and temporal dimension of image together with convolutional neural networks (CNN).

In this paper, we will continue the research of human action intention prediction using deep learning methods with only RGB image sequences as input. We will propose an improved network architecture based on SCNN to achieve end-to-end human action intention prediction at a limited frame rate. In addition, we will show the prediction result of different lengths of the input, which is also a part to be discussed in previous research.

III. THE PROPOSED BIL-SCNN MODEL

In this section, we will first introduce our proposed BIL-SCNN model to modify the SCNN model [21]. Then, we will show our end-to-end network architecture for action intention prediction based on AlexNet [43].
A. BIL-SCNN Model

SCNN [21] is a network layer model whose main idea is combining CNN and RNN in one layer, thereby maintaining the spatial structure of the input and more conducive to extracting spatial-temporal features in the video.

BI-LSTM [44] adds an extra LSTM structure in parallel on the basis of original LSTM, but in the opposite direction. Two LSTM are not affected by each other during the propagating, but the final output of each frame is jointly determined by the outputs of the two LSTM. With the addition of a backward LSTM, the temporal extracting characteristic of BI-LSTM also changes. This is because each output is jointly determined by forward LSTM and backward LSTM. LSTM is able to synthesize the current and historical input. Therefore, besides integrating historical information in forward LSTM, we can obtain “historical” information in backward LSTM, which in fact the future information. In other words, BI-LSTM is a combination of current, historical and future information.

Based on the ideas of SCNN and the good performance of BI-LSTM on LRCN model [41], we obtain a new model called BIL-SCNN (as shown in Fig.2) by using BI-LSTM as the RNN part of SCNN. The basic math principle of SCNN is as follows. Assuming that we have an action image sequences X with T frames $X = \{x_1, ..., x_T\}$, where $x_i \in \mathbb{R}^{n \times n}$, we have formulas of forward propagation for all $t = 1, ..., T$:

$$i_t = \sigma(w_{ix} \ast x_t + w_{ih} \ast h_{t-1} + b_i)$$ (1)

$$f_t = \sigma(w_{fx} \ast x_t + w_{fh} \ast h_{t-1} + b_f)$$ (2)

$$o_t = \sigma(w_{ox} \ast x_t + w_{oh} \ast h_{t-1} + b_o)$$ (3)

$$c_t = f_t \odot c_{t-1} + i_t \odot tanh(w_{cx} \ast x_t + w_{ch} \ast h_{t-1} + b_c)$$ (4)

$$h_t = o_t \odot tanh(c_t)$$ (5)

The symbols in the formula above mean as follows. First, $\ast$ and $\odot$ respectively represent convolution operation and Hadamard product. $\tanh(\cdot)$ and $\sigma(\cdot)$ respectively represent hyperbolic tangent and activation function (Sigmoid function in general). As Fig.2 illustrates, $w_{ix} \in \mathbb{R}^{d \times d}$, $w_{ih} \in \mathbb{R}^{1 \times 1}$ and $b \in \mathbb{R}^{n \times n}$ represent the corresponding weights and biases (the relationship between the dimensions before and after convolutional is shown in Table 1 and other operations in the formulas do not change dimensions). For each time index $t = 1, ..., T$, $h_t \in \mathbb{R}^{n \times m}$ means hidden state, which can be regard as both output and historical information flowing in the network. $c_t \in \mathbb{R}^{n \times m}$ means the cell state. $i_t \in \mathbb{R}^{n \times m}$, $f_t \in \mathbb{R}^{n \times m}$ and $o_t \in \mathbb{R}^{n \times m}$ represent the output of memory gate, forgotten gate and output gate. At the same time, we assume $h_0 = 0$ and $c_0 = 0$ as initial condition. Similarly, we have backward propagation formulas (we use hat mark $\hat{\cdot}$ to represent variables in backward LSTM to distinguish with forward LSTM):

$$\hat{i}_t = \sigma(\hat{w}_{ix} \ast \hat{x}_t + \hat{w}_{ih} \ast \hat{h}_{t+1} + \hat{b}_i)$$ (6)

$$\hat{f}_t = \sigma(\hat{w}_{fx} \ast \hat{x}_t + \hat{w}_{fh} \ast \hat{h}_{t+1} + \hat{b}_f)$$ (7)

$$\hat{o}_t = \sigma(\hat{w}_{ox} \ast \hat{x}_t + \hat{w}_{oh} \ast \hat{h}_{t+1} + \hat{b}_o)$$ (8)

$$\hat{c}_t = \hat{f}_t \odot \hat{c}_{t+1} + \hat{i}_t \odot \tanh(\hat{w}_{cx} \ast \hat{x}_t + \hat{w}_{ch} \ast \hat{h}_{t+1} + \hat{b}_c)$$ (9)

$$\hat{h}_t = \hat{o}_t \odot \tanh(\hat{c}_t)$$ (10)

The backward propagation starts from $t = T$ to $t = 1$ and we assume $h_{T+1} = 0$ and $c_{T+1} = 0$ as initial condition. Equation (1) to (10) together are BIL-SCNN propagation formulas. For each time index $t$, we will get the forward and backward LSTM outputs $h_t$ and $\hat{h}_t$, then we have final output $Out_t$ as

$$Out_t = (h_t + \hat{h}_t)/2$$ (11)

In this way, we obtain the feature map sequence $\{Out_1, ..., Out_T\}$ from the input sequence $X = \{x_1, ..., x_T\}$ by BIL-SCNN layer architecture, where each feature map contains current, historical and future information. Therefore, in our method, the latter part of the input sequence can affect the former part of the output, so that we have more information contained in former outputs with the same input. Through our method, we can reduce input length and improve prediction efficiency.
target block 10 times. Therefore, we have $6 \times 9 \times 10 = 540$ different sub-targets. Each participant pitched a ball to each of the 6 participants and the target was divided into 9 blocks as shown in Fig.4. The dataset collected data contained sequential images of human participants performing the ball pitching task as shown in Fig.4. The dataset collected data from 6 participants and the target was divided into 9 blocks as different sub-targets. Each participant pitched a ball to each target block 10 times. Therefore, we have $6 \times 9 \times 10 = 540$

B. Modified AlexNet based on BIL-SCNN

The original architecture of AlexNet consists of 5 convolution layers and 2 fully connection layers. It also applies ReLU, dropout and local response normalization (LRN) to improve the effect. We change the convolution layer 5 of a pre-trained AlexNet to a BIL-SCNN layer of the same size and use leaky ReLU [45] with the parameter $\alpha = 0.2$ to replace ReLU to avoid large-area inactivation of LSTM cells. Our proposed network architecture is shown in Fig.3 and Table 1. For the convenience of training, we will resize a training batch with $S$ samples and $L$ images for each sample to a set with $N = S \times L$ images in total. In the fusion layer, we will fuse the outputs of $N$ images to $S$ outputs for $S$ samples. Average fusion is applied to calculate the final probability distribution of intentions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Layer Number</th>
<th>Layer Description</th>
<th>Output Dim</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>11x11 conv, 96 features, stride 4, VALID</td>
<td>N×224×224×3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3x3 max pooling, stride 2, VALID+LRN</td>
<td>N×26×26×96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>5x5 conv, 256 features, stride 1, SAME</td>
<td>N×26×26×256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3x3 max pooling, stride 2, VALID+LRN</td>
<td>N×12×12×256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3x3 conv, 384 features, stride 1, SAME</td>
<td>N×12×12×256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>3x3 conv, 384 features, stride 1, SAME</td>
<td>N×12×12×256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>3x3 BIL-SCNN, 256 features, stride 1, SAME</td>
<td>N×12×12×256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3x3 max pooling, stride 2, SAME</td>
<td>N×6×6×256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>9216x4096 full connection</td>
<td>N×4096</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>4096x4096 full connection</td>
<td>N×4096</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>4096x9 full connection</td>
<td>N×9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>softmax</td>
<td>N×9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>fusion</td>
<td>N×9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>flatten</td>
<td>N×9216</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If input is $N \times N$ and convolution kernel is $d \times d$, the dimension of the output $n \times n$ is dependent on the following two factors: 1) stride and 2) padding mode (SAME or VALID). Assuming that the stride is $s$ for both $x$ and $y$ direction, then

$$n = \begin{cases} \text{ceil}(\frac{N}{s}), & \text{if SAME} \\ \text{ceil}(\frac{N - d + 1}{s}), & \text{if VALID} \end{cases}$$

For more specific information, please refer to TensorFlow Document.

IV. DATASET AND EXPERIMENT

In this paper, we used the dataset proposed in [25], which contained sequential images of human participants performing ball pitching task as shown in Fig.4. The dataset collected data from 6 participants and the target was divided into 9 blocks as different sub-targets. Each participant pitched a ball to each target block 10 times. Therefore, we have $6 \times 9 \times 10 = 540$

A. Human Intention-emphasized Dataset

Research of action recognition and action prediction usually employ the dataset with multiple types of discerned actions and labeled only with outcomes of the actions [46][47][48]. Since we aim at predicting human intentions not action outcomes, we have to make sure the outcome of a pitching trial exactly matching to the pitcher’s initial intention. Therefore, dataset in [25] is a proper one because a double-validated labeling method is applied to only keep the data with matched intention and outcome. A warm-up session is also introduced for each pitcher to practice throwing the ball to the target on purpose. The pitcher has to secure at least one successful pitching for every target. In each recorded trial,

1) Computer picks target randomly and inform the target to the pitcher before the trial started.

2) The pitcher listens to the auditory cue and initiate throwing. The pitcher has to stand still before initiating the throwing. The initial pose is not mandatory, hence can be determined at pitcher’s preference.

3) The pitcher throws the ball toward the pre-noticed target within 5 seconds. The pitcher is not allowed to perform any irrelevant action during and after throwing. We recommend the pitcher to return to the initial pose.

4) Unless the pitcher or computer operator was not satisfied with the trial, recorded data will be saved.

5) Repeat step 1 through 4 until the data collection is finished.

To perform the double-validated labeling, we discarded data in the trials that the pitcher throws the ball into the target that was not intended and kept data in the trials that the ball was thrown into the initially intended target. Due to the large amount of data is required, the pitchers are allowed to separate experiment into several sessions to avoid fatigue.
Before training, we need to first determine the effective action interval. This is because the original data in one trial contains useless frames before and after (as shown in Fig.5). Since multiple participants were involved and they had different motion patterns, the starting frame of each trial varied from person to person. It is necessary to calculate the starting frame for each trial instead of a fixed starting frame for all trials.

A feasible way proposed in [25], which we call L2 distance method, is based on joint positions. At time \( t \), a pose \( \theta_t \) is described as space coordinates of 25 body joints, i.e. \( \theta_t = [\theta_{t1}, ..., \theta_{t25}] \). Thus, for a trial from \( t = 1 \) to \( t = T \), L2 distance method is as follows:

1) Calculate \( \Delta \theta = [\Delta \theta_1, ..., \Delta \theta_T] \) , where \( \Delta \theta_t = \| \theta_t - \theta_t \|_2, t = 1, ..., T \).
2) Set a threshold \( \delta = 0.16 \). Find minimum \( i \) which satisfies a) \( \Delta \theta_t \geq \delta, t = i, i + 1, ..., i + 19 \) and b) \( \Delta \theta_{t+1} \geq \Delta \theta_t, t = i, ..., i + 18 \).
3) Set frame \( i \) as the starting frame.
4) If no frame satisfies a) and b) in 2), set frame 45 as the starting frame.

We also use RGB images as another starting frame detection method, the Combination method, to avoid local minimum in L2 distance method. We assume that the pitching does not start in the first 10 frames, which is reasonable on the dataset. For a trial with joint positions \( \theta_t \) and normalized, central-cropped RGB images \( x_t \) from \( t = 1 \) to \( T \), we have

1) Calculate \( \Delta \theta = [\Delta \theta_{11}, ..., \Delta \theta_{17}] \) , where \( \Delta \theta_t = \| \theta_t - \theta_{10} \|_2, t = 11, ..., T \) and \( \Delta x = [\Delta x_{11}, ..., \Delta x_{17}] \) , where \( \Delta x_t = \| x_t - x_{10} \|_2, t = 11, ..., T \).
2) Set thresholds \( \delta_1 = 6 \) and \( \delta_2 = 0.16 \). Find minimum \( i \) which satisfies a) \( \Delta x_t \geq \delta_1, t = i, ..., i + 7 \) , b) \( \Delta x_{t+1} \geq \Delta x_t, t = i, ..., i + 6 \) and c) \( \Delta \theta_i \geq \delta_2 \).
3) Set frame \( i \) as the starting frame.

Experiment results show that all trials have a frame which satisfies a), b) and c) in 2).

We use a 40-frame interval from the starting frame for training and testing. In this paper, we will use both two methods to determine the starting frame for each trial.

B. Experiment Implementation

Network inputs. After selecting, each trial includes 40 frames, which is still too much for training, thus we need to sample frames from each trial. In our experiments, we choose frame 1, 3, 5, ..., 39 and thus limit to 20 frames in a trial as input. Effectively, this equals to K-interval sampling [25] with K=20 and choose the first frame in each interval, but differently, we drop the other frames for both training and testing. For each image, we crop with a size 224 \times 224 from the central part of the images. Finally, we regularize the pixels to [0,1].

Hyper-Parameter. We set the learning rate as 0.0001 and the batch-size as 27, which means an epoch has 16 batches. Dropout rate is 0.5 and other hyper-parameters are set the same as [43]. We choose Adam optimizer [49] to train our networks.

Test. We choose 8 out of 10 trials of each participant as the training set, and the rest 2 are serving as the testing set. Therefore, the size of training set and testing set is 432 and 108, respectively.

V. RESULTS

A. Training results

We conducted experiments using TensorFlow v1.0 on a computer running Windows 10 with an Intel i9-9900kf CPU, 16 GB RAM, and an NVIDIA 2080Ti GPU card. We trained our networks with the two methods mentioned in Section IV-A and the results are shown in Table 2 and Fig.6.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Training Results</th>
<th>Epoch</th>
<th>Training time</th>
<th>Average training time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>L2 distance method</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>5784 s</td>
<td>96.4 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combination method</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>4461 s</td>
<td>97.0 s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig.6. Loss in training with 2 starting frame detection methods
We find out that the average training time of an epoch with both methods is about 100 s, but we can shorten the total training time by 23.3% (from 60 epochs to 46 epochs) by the combination method, which can be explained that we obtain more qualified data with more obvious regularity, so it’s more likely to train to convergence.

B. Accuracy on full actions

For full action intention prediction, we compare our method with those proposed in [25], as shown in Table 3. First, we can see that our intention prediction accuracy (73.15%) is significantly better than the Spatial only network (63.89%) and fusion networks (71.3%) in [25]. The Temporal networks (74.07%) were doing slightly better than our method. We are confident to claim that our proposed method dose effectively extract time feature in the pitching trials. Second, we achieved better results than the Spatial-Temporal fusion network in [25] but slightly worse than Temporal-only networks. We infer the reason is that for pitching actions, spatial information is almost the same in all trials. Therefore, temporal differences are more important in this task.

Although we can shorten training time by the combination detecting method, the intention prediction result is slightly worse than L2 distance method. We infer that the reason is that the data constructed by combination method leads to slight overfitting because the combination method shows the relationship between pitching trials and intentions.

Furthermore, the distributions of the intention prediction of our methods are shown in Fig.7. First, through the comparison of Fig.7a and 7b, we can see that the network with the combination method results in imbalance on intention prediction. For example, the prediction accuracy of intention 1 and 7 is over 2 times of the accuracy of intention 3 and 4. However, this situation does not occur if we use L2 distance method to detect first frame, which also illustrates the overfitting in the former method.

We can find out that for a certain intention, the majority of misprediction results is the neighborhood of the ground-truth intention area. We calculate from Fig.7 that the error rate of combination method and L2 distance method is 7.41% and 5.56%, respectively in the horizontal direction, as well as 14.81% and 22.22% in the vertical direction, respectively. This illustrates that the accuracy of our proposed network has higher accuracy in the horizontal direction than the vertical direction, which means that our network is more sensitive to changes in the horizontal pitching intention. The possible reason is related to the camera shooting angle. Because the camera is placed directly in front of the participant, changes in the horizontal direction are reflected obviously in the image as the difference between foreground and background, whereas the difference mainly reflected in the foreground for changes in the vertical direction, thus more difficult to predict.

![Fig.7. Prediction distribution with different starting frame detection methods. (a) is with L2 distance method and (b) is with combination method. Black numbers on the diagonal are the numbers of correct prediction for each intention. White numbers in the green circles are the numbers of errors for horizontal neighborhood, and numbers in red circles for vertical neighborhood (grids with no number mean 0).](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Network</th>
<th>Data Augmentation</th>
<th>Starting frame detection method</th>
<th>Prediction Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Best in [25] (Spatial only)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>L2 distance method</td>
<td>63.89%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Best in [25] (Temporal only)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>L2 distance method</td>
<td>74.07%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Fusion in Spatial and Temporal in [25]</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>L2 distance method</td>
<td>71.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BIL-SCNN based AlexNet</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>L2 distance method</td>
<td>73.15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BIL-SCNN based AlexNet</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Combination method</td>
<td>69.44%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
C. Prediction ability on incomplete actions

We evaluate the prediction ability on incomplete pitching trials of our proposed networks. We use the networks trained in Section V-A and the intention prediction accuracy on incomplete actions with different length is shown in Fig.8.

From Fig 8 we can see that the intention prediction accuracy decreases with the increase of missing data of the pitching trial. Our proposed networks keep over 50% accuracy with about 15%-25% missing of the input. When the length is reduced to about 1/4 of the original action (5 frames), all pitching trials basically lose their characteristics, and the intentions cannot be effectively predicted by the networks. As for the comparison of the two first frame detection methods, the accuracy of the combination method is lower than the L2 distance method, and also decreases faster with the increasing of the missing data. This indicates that the action characteristics of dataset conducted by the combination method is lost more quickly than the L2 distance method with the increase of the missing data, which means a more concentrated action feature distribution.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we achieved human action intention prediction using a human intention-emphasized dataset and an LSTM-based deep neural network architecture, named BIL-SCNN. A modified end-to-end model based on AlexNet was integrated and tested. We propose a frame detection method combining RGB images and joint L2 distance and evaluated our method with two starting frame detection methods and on both full and incomplete action sequences. Experiment results showed that for full action intention prediction, BIL-SCNN achieved a maximum accuracy of 73.15%. We also found out that our networks had different sensitivity in different directions, resulting in higher action intention prediction accuracy in horizontal direction. Finally, we showed the intention prediction result for incomplete action inputs.

In future work, we will address on the following questions:

1) How to improve the accuracy of action intention prediction in the vertical direction? A possible way to achieve this is to change the shooting angle of the camera to balance the data, or we can add data from multi-view sensors.

2) Is there any better network architecture with BIL-SCNN? For example, where and how to better fuse the output from each input frame? Will more BIL-SCNN layer brings better performance? We may design and try some different network architectures. For example, using softmax of the last layer as in [42] is worth trying.

3) The dataset only records trials that satisfies the intentions of participants. However, intentions do not always lead to the corresponding action outcomes. We can enlarge the dataset and further analyze the relationship between intentions and action outcomes, which helps us to apply it to real robots in HRI tasks.
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